BrowZine is an online journals platform that facilitates browsing and offers personalization tools for finding, reading, saving, and monitoring journal articles.

BrowZine is available in BrowZine Web and BrowZine Mobile. Changes made in one version (Web or Mobile) to My Bookshelf or My Articles will sync across all your devices.

**Getting Started - BrowZine Web**

Access via desktop computers, laptops and Microsoft tablets

Go to [http://browzine.com](http://browzine.com).

Choose St. Louis Community College if prompted for your library.

If accessing from off-campus, you will be asked to authenticate using your A# (followed by ST) and last name.

Start using. You can search by subject or journal title.

**Getting Started - BrowZine Mobile (via app)**

![Available on the App Store](image)

![Available on Google Play](image)

![Available on Amazon Appstore](image)

All iPads, iPhones and iPod Touches with iOS v8.1+

Android Tablets and Smartphones with OS v4.1+

Kindle Fire HD Tablets

After you download and install BrowZine on your mobile device, select St Louis Community College from the drop-down list of libraries.

If accessing BrowZine from off-campus, you will be asked to authenticate using your A# (followed by ST) and last name.

Start using. You can search by subject or journal title.

Coverage goes back to 2005. (If you need older issues, [takes you directly to Journal Locator](image).)
My Bookshelf

To use My Bookshelf and My Articles you will need to register (the same email/password works for both).

- You are not required to use your STLCC email.

My Bookshelf allows you to store and track 64 journals.

- 4 bookcases with 4 shelves each
- Move journals to different shelves or cases
- Name cases and shelves, if you desire
- Changes to My Bookshelf will sync across all devices.

To add journals to your book shelf:
Use the **ADD TO MY BOOKSHELF** button from BrowZine Web
Use the **ADD TO MY BOOKSHELF** icon in upper right corner in BrowZine Mobile
View of My Bookshelf. Red bubbles with numbers indicate new articles.

Move a journal to a new shelf or bookcase while using BrowZine Web:

Place mouse at upper right corner of journal to activate icon. Click MOVE.
Click an arrow to place journal in that spot. Click on a different bookcase, which will display the arrows to allow you to place journal in a particular place on your chosen bookcase.

Move a journal in BrowZine Mobile:

To move journals to new shelves or a different bookcase, touch the journal with your finger until all journals vibrate and then drag it where you want it. Touch the journal again to set all in place.
My Articles

To use My Bookshelf and My Articles you will need to register (the same email/password works for both).

- If you already registered for My Bookshelf, no further steps required for My Articles.
- My Articles allows you to save and access up to 500 articles, in one or more collections.

To add articles to My Articles:

From BrowZine Web, move mouse over the V to get the word EXPAND to appear. Click EXPAND.

Click ADD TO MY ARTICLES
From **BrowZine Mobile**: select the **INBOX TRAY** icon next to the article you wish to add.

**Move an article to another collection or delete an article while using **BrowZine Web**:**

From **BrowZine Web**, move mouse over the **V** to get the word **EXPAND** to appear. Click **EXPAND**.
Select **ADD TO MY ARTICLES**.

A multiple-choice pop-up box appears. By checking or un-checking the radial buttons, you can move or delete articles.
Move an article to another collection or delete an article while using BrowZine Mobile:

Click **EDIT**  

Choose **DELETE**, **COPY** or **MOVE** then **DONE**

View My Articles

From **BrowZine Web**, click on My Articles to open collections and view articles
From **BrowZine Mobile:**

select the **INBOX TRAY icon**

---

**BrowZine Mobile**
Embargo & ILL Form

Some journal publishers place embargoes on their most recent issues.

- That doesn’t necessarily mean you are out of luck. A pre-filled interlibrary loan request form can be accessed and submitted.

From BrowZine Web, simply click on an article that is listed under an embargo banner to open a pop-up box with the REQUEST THIS ITEM button. Click on the REQUEST THIS ITEM button to open ILL form. Add personal information and submit.

PRE-FILLED FORM; just add your personal information and submit.
From BrowZine Mobile:

**CLICK ARTICLE TITLE UNDER EMBARGO**

![Image of BrowZine Mobile interface with the article title under embargo]

**CLICK OPEN TO LOAD ILL FORM**

![Image of BrowZine Mobile interface with the option to open the ILL form]

**FILL IN PERSONAL & HOME CAMPUS, SUBMIT**

![Image of the ILL form interface in BrowZine]

---

**Full Text Unavailable in BrowZine**

Due to publisher restrictions, 'Effectiveness of continuous glucose monitoring in children, adolescents, an...' is not currently available in full text in BrowZine.

However, this article may be available via ILL. Opening this request will take you to a pre-filled in ILL form.
Articles in Press from BrowZine Web

- Articles not yet been assigned to a journal issue.
- Some publishers allow access to these.

Click on ARTICLES IN PRESS

You now have access to these articles.
Articles in Press from BrowZine Mobile

FROM LANDING PAGE, GO TO AVAILABLE ISSUES

SELECT ARTICLES IN PRESS

ACCESS TO ARTICLES IN PRESS

How Do US Pediatric Residency Programs Teach and Evaluate Community Pediatrics? Lichtenstein, Cara; Hoffman, Benjamin D.; Moon, Rachel Y.

Experts’ Perspectives toward a Population Health Approach for Children with Medical Conditions. Barnett, Elizabeth S.; Colier, Ryan J.; Nelson, Bergen B.; Thompson, Lindsey A.;

Pediatricians’ Comfort Level in Caring for Children with Special Health Care Needs. Okumura, Megumi J.; Knauer, Heather; Calvin, Kris; Takayama, John I.

Attitudes and Experiences of
BrowZine is geared to academic journals, but it will display our popular, print titles when using BrowZine Web (desktop and laptop computers) and direct you to Journal Locator for access.

See example for Sports Illustrated.

Under the heading Journals outside of BrowZine, click on the arrow icon, It will take you to the Journal Locator entry for Sports Illustrated so you can see how to access this print title.

However, if you search for Sports Illustrated in BrowZine Mobile from your tablet or mobile device, you get “zero results.” This is because the app used on a tablet or phone is not connected to our library website, where Journal Locator resides.
Blackboard and BrowZine

Currently you can post URLs from the BrowZine Web version into the Course Content area in Blackboard. Just copy and paste the URL for a subject collection, journal, or article into Blackboard.

**For a Subject Collection or a specific journal URL:**

Just grab the URL from your browser, then paste into your course content.

**EXAMPLE: SUBJECT COLLECTION:**

**ARTS & HUMANITIES-ALL JOURNALS**
To get a URL for a single article:

Right click on the article title and select COPY LINK LOCATION. Then paste this URL into your course content area.

Please note: We would like to encourage you to use links to articles, or journals, or subject collections as opposed to posting a PDF of an article in Blackboard.

If you post a link, each time an article is opened a “use” of the journal it is published in is recorded and counted. This helps us with collection development and knowing which resources are most used. If you post a PDF, the usage count is only *one*, even if the PDF is accessed an endless number of times.
Coverage in BrowZine

Coverage goes back to 2005. If we have access to older issues, BrowZine Web points to Journal Locator.

In theory, every online journal that we subscribe to would be available in BrowZine. In practice, that is not the case.

- BrowZine is committed to supporting as many academic/scholarly publishers and titles as possible in BrowZine. To facilitate scholarly communication, most publishers create and distribute article metadata and assign durable links to their articles using structures such as DOIs. If these requirements are missing, the journal doesn’t show up in BrowZine. BrowZine is continually adding publishers.
- Publishers of non-scholarly periodicals, such as popular or trade magazines like Sports Illustrated, generally do not participate in the scholarly communication process (create/distribute article metadata and assign durable links). As a result, such titles are not supported in BrowZine. A link pointing patrons to the journal in our A-Z list (Journal Locator) on the library’s webpage is provided in the BrowZine Web version.

If a journal does not come up in BrowZine, please check Journal Locator from the library’s homepage for the title. This is an A-Z list of our subscribed journals.

In addition, we encourage you to recommend a journal. You can do this from the BrowZine Guide: http://guides.stlcc.edu/browzine.

Resources

A feedback form and a recommend a journal form are provided along with so much other information on the BrowZine Guide: http://guides.stlcc.edu/browzine

Check out this video: https://vimeo.com/161649704

- My Bookshelf is explored in timeframe 03:50-06:50 (using BrowZine Web version) and 06:50—11:10 (using a mobile device).

If you need help, feel free to contact your reference librarians or Monica Holland at mholland51@stlcc.edu or 314-644-9570. Thank you!